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because we are not going to have the revenue back from our own conference, which is what we use to support our activities.

**ATG: Is that right? The revenue from this conference is not divided in any way?**

**EI:** No. CLA gets some revenue from ALA. The long and the short of it is, we are looking for sponsors of, in essence, CLA.

**ATG: What about Due North? First what is it? Second, will it help CLA?**

**EI:** Due North is a two-day pre-conference. I guess our thinking in conceiving Due North was that we hoped a group of American librarians would want to come to this country not just to take in another ALA, but maybe you might want to come up and learn a little bit about what librarianship is all about in Canada. We hope to inform you, to enlighten you, and to showcase things that we are doing. There might be some American librarians who would want to come up and just learn more about what it is to do good stuff in another country. We Canadians believe a lot of Americans look at Canada as being more of the same. But we are not the 51st state; we do things differently in some degree; and we have some pride in what we are doing. We’ve got some Canadian content meant to teach a little bit about Canada, not just libraries. We’ll have some fun with historical figures. Here, Benedict Arnold is a hero because he sided with the British. You, in fact, did lose the War of 1812, even though you think you didn’t. And who invented the telephone? Who invented basketball? So, we’re going to have some fun. We’ll also have some of our more noted Canadian librarians who are very good actors dressing up as historical figures.

At any rate, instead of the revenues from our conference, we’re relying on a pre-conference. It’s also a risky pre-conference because it is atypical in that most ALA pre-conferences are annual events. And in terms of advertising, if you go to the ALA Website, which is the only website for the joint conference, you will have a tough time finding Due North because it has the same profile as all of the other pre-conferences. In short, we gratefully appreciate anything that can be done to promote Due North.

**ATG:** Can we vendors help? Could we put something on our Websites or send something out to customers?

**EI:** You bet. One of the things I think truly regrettable is that a lot of the people coming out of library schools beginning their careers don’t understand what the vendor community contributes to libraries and to the profession. I don’t mean dollars. Libraries don’t create products; we make accessible the products that publishers or suppliers provide to us. We are grocers, who don’t pick the peas or can them; we put them on shelves, market them sometimes, and make them available. We are agents of our consumers, but at the same time we have to be prudent agents, as well, of our suppliers. I worry that we understand our customers, but we are losing those linkages back to our suppliers, seeing vendors as vendors, not as partners.

You are part of the ecosystem, the flora and fauna that create the information universe. We seem to stratify importance in the ecosystem in ways unfavorable to you. Too little thought has been given to the relationships that have to exist between equal partners if a system is to make it.

**ATG Note:** Please see the Due North Website at www.cla.ca/duenorth. The pre-conference costs $150 USD and runs Thursday and Friday June 19 and 20.
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**ATG:** I was in the exhibits at ALA only briefly, but I was thrilled to hear classical music coming out of one of the booths and walked over there. How wonderful! Tell us about Classical.com.

**RP:** Classical.com is a service for libraries that enables their patrons to listen to classical music at library computers, or at home, while accessing a vast database of supporting reference material. It was born out of a very simple concept.

The online world now enables new ways of enjoying music — primarily through streaming, where a user can click and listen to music, often described as “audio on demand.” It also enables the user to “own” a digital version of a recording in the form of a download that they can listen to offline. It would therefore be possible to develop a cultural asset by having recordings of the whole range of classical music available for listening or downloading, together with reference material about the music (like liner notes and biographies of the composers).

Libraries then become the best way of making music available to a huge public, because they already purchase music for their patrons. Libraries have bought electronic reference materials for their patrons for many years. The Classical.com service fits right in with that model — users of the Library can listen to any work they wish, either at a terminal in the library building (using headphones), or remotely from home (using headphones or speakers) with their library card as authentication.

Classical.com works on the same basis as a text-based reference product. The user can read it online (library license) or purchase a printout for a fee, in just the same way our company offers a listening service for the user via a library license. Then, if the user wishes to own the recording, they can buy it as a download or as a custom CD containing the tracks of their choice — just as they might buy a printout or photocopy of a journal article.

**ATG:** What’s your philosophy? I just love your snippets of history and life of the composers that you give on your Website plus the current events information regarding classical music.

**RP:** Music is always more interesting when you understand a bit about it. This has always been the case — even Beatles fans wanted to know about them, and anecdotes about their life in Liverpool made the listening experience more intense. The same goes for Mozart and Beethoven — although you may like the sound of a concerto when you first hear it, if you learn more about it, the music has a greater resonance. Therefore, we write about the music in the tone of a “knowledgeable friend,” enabling users to increase their enjoyment of the music they listen to. Program notes, biographies and anecdotes are available, as well as images of the composers and photos of their handwritten manuscripts.

**ATG:** Tell us about Roger Press. What motivated you to do this?

**RP:** My background was as a concert pianist in the distant past, and then I went on to work at music companies like EMI and PolyGram (in order to make a more predictable living!). This was an opportunity to see how the large music organizations work — how they select artists, and they manage. Then when the so-called “Internet age” dawned in the late 1990s I thought it would be a great opportunity to open up new channels in the music industry, and began thinking about ways of delivering a music service — something comprehensive for a whole genre of music. Classical music was a good starting point because it is relatively easy to clear the rights and license performances of the entire major repertoire. So by putting together the right team we have managed to attract investment and build this music service, which is growing in leaps and bounds.

<http://www.against-the-grain.com>
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**ATG:** Do you have partners? Is the business proving to be viable?

**RP:** I founded the business with Tim Lloyd with whom I worked at Price Waterhouse. He has extensive experience in business planning in a major telecom company developing their consumer model for TV and Internet programming. We added some great production and technical people to the team, and then attracted investors including Bela Hatvany, the founder of Silver Platter and Ron Rietdyk, who started up the U.S. office, so we have a secure financial base. The business has received a tremendous reception at both the ALA and MLA conventions, and the signs are that it is the right time to launch a listening service for libraries.

**ATG:** When I first saw your booth, I thought you were selling classical “muzak.” This isn’t the case, right? What exactly are you selling?

**RP:** The music is accessed by the individual library patron via computers in the library, or a home PC, using headphones or speakers. We are selling a music service that works at various levels, depending on the user. For those who do not know too much about classical music but wish to get involved, we have preset playlists, like “Music for Relaxation” or introductions to the greatest works of the composers. Users can then read about the music and composers, and go on to enjoy further related music in an enjoyable way. Users with some knowledge of classical music can browse the various genres, e.g., “Orchestral music of the Romantic period.” Expert users can search and find the specific piece of music they want to hear — then listen with a click. So we present the music in a way that appeals to users of school, public and academic libraries.

**ATG:** What kinds of libraries are buying your product? Is it largely academic libraries? Are you marketing your product internationally?

**RP:** We expected public libraries to be the main market, but have been pleasantly surprised by the interest from academic libraries as well. The school market is also interested, because teachers can easily assemble playlists and create their teaching materials. So the market is developing well in these areas, and interest is building in the “rest of the world” outside the U.S., including Scandinavia, Europe and SE Asia.

**ATG:** How do you go about deciding what recordings to make available? Tell us about the permissions process. How is it different in other venues?

**RP:** We select recordings of works in the MLA list of recommendations for small, medium and large libraries. Increasingly the independent labels are keen to license recordings for our music service, because it is a new channel to an important market. The major record companies are also in discussion with us, and we expect to announce exciting license deals, including some of great artists, in the near future. The process of clearing the music is very complex, but it is an area of expertise we have developed, and enables us to access some of the world’s greatest recordings.

**ATG:** Given all the changes in the music industry and the loss of revenues because of the “napstering” of music, what is your prognosis for the future?

**RP:** The only good thing about the “napstering” of music is that tens of millions of people were taught that the Internet can deliver music in a compelling way, and became “literate” in this way of listening to and obtaining music. We are a totally legal, fully licensed music service, with a comprehensive and growing range of classical recordings. We believe in the approach started at EMI — that it is important to make music easier to pay for than to steal! We believe that our music service for libraries is compelling, and will encourage the fully licensed enjoyment of the music.

**ATG:** Also, you can include a company profile if you would like — something about Classical.com — when started, number of people who work there, location(s), anything else you want to add.

**RP:** Classical.com is currently a dozen people. Having been founded in London, we opened a U.S. office in New York last year, and our marketing and sales are run out of the U.S. office, which will increasingly become the public face of the company. We work with a range of distributors in different territories to complement our own sales effort. In addition, our main focus is to ensure that the “product” is right for the library market, which is our total focus. You will be seeing some exciting ways in which the database is improved in the coming months — both in the amount of repertoire available, and in the layout of the service.
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Library catalog or other service can be found at: http://www.dmlj.org/articles/questions/ #metadata.

From Liblicense and NFAI’s Noteworthy

http://www.nfais.org/Noteworthy.asp — The New York Times has reported (5/22/03) that the Art Museum Image Consortium (AMICO) and ARTStor will be merged later this year under the direction of ARTStor.

ARTStor is funded by the Mellon Foundation which, according to the article, has paid out in excess of $13 million in support of the initiative and associated digitization projects. “Far-Flung Artworks, Side by Side Online” by Matthew Mirapaul. http://www.nytimes.com/2003/05/22/technology/circuits/22muse.html?_r=1.
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